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With over 80 percent of the world’s population living in non-

developed countries, there is a wealth of opportunities for

companies that are able to profitably serve these customers.

Some have already made significant inroads. For example,

Nokia’s sales in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan jumped 28

percent in 2005, making the region its biggest market. India is

expected to surpass the US as Nokia’s second largest market by

2010. Developing markets currently represent 35 percent of

sales for Unilever. GE expects that 60 percent of its growth will

come from these countries in the next decade, compared to 20

percent for the past 10 years. P&G devotes about 30 per cent of

its $1.9 billion annual R&D spend to low income markets.
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SUPPLY CHAIN TYPICAL EMERGING
PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE MARKET
OBJECTIVES1 METRICS CHALLENGES

Customer Response Order cycle times Poor inventory visibility

Perfect order fulfillment Poor infrastructure

Quality Congestion

New product time to market Lack of demand data

Predictability of demand Cultural diversity

Asset Utilization Facility Utilization Political instability

Inventory Turns Volatile macroeconomics

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Complex taxation systems

Poor inventory visibility

Poor facility quality

Low-income population

Efficiency Labor Productivity Fluctuating regulations

Optimum product touches Bureaucracy

Lean operations Corruption

Procurement effectiveness Poor infrastructure

Freight costs Long distances

Low population density

Fragmented markets

FIGURE 1 – EMERGING MARKET CHALLENGES IN SUPPLY CHAIN PERFORMANCE
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ABSTRACT: The author makes the case that there are 5 key supply chain capabilities that are necessary in order for companies to

profitably serve emerging markets. These capabilities include: 1) high-resolution customer segmentation 2) holistic product design 3)

tailored supply strategies 4) complex distribution management, and 5) an entrepreneurially-driven organization. Blanco further states

that supply chains for emerging markets need to be both cheap and of high quality, and that advances made in emerging markets’

supply chains can often carry over profitably to a company’s supply chains in developed markets.



Still, global companies need to overcome a complex set of

challenges as they penetrate these markets. These

challenges are newly documented and range from an

unstable political and economic environment and poor

infrastructure to lower price point expectations (since

these regions represent less than 20 percent of the world

GDP). All these factors have a direct impact on the design

and execution of supply chains. Figure 1 summarizes the

relationship between the traditional supply chain

performance objectives and the distinct challenges faced

in emerging markets.

These market challenges necessitate changes in supply chains

beyond adapting the existing strategies used in developed

countries. We have identified five key supply chain capabilities

that companies need to develope in order to succeed in

emerging markets: high-resolution segmentation, holistic

product design, tailored supply strategies, complex

distribution management, and an entrepreneurially-driven

organization. Developing these capabilities will help supply

chain organizations to successfully tackle these emerging

market challenges.

Emerging Markets Defined
There is no consensus on the definition of emerging markets or

the countries with emerging economies. In loose terms, an

emerging market is defined as an economy with low-to-middle

per capita income that is in transition to a more developed

economy, characterized by stable and sustained economic

growth and high standards of living. Figure 2 shows the

countries commonly considered as emerging economies.

FIGURE 2 – DEVELOPED (PINK) AND

EMERGING (GREEN) MARKETS

The map illustrates the wide variety of countries under this

label. Brazil, Russia, India, and China (BRIC) and sometimes

Hong Kong and Singapore, are singled out because of their

increased growth rate and significant population share. But the

list includes the majority of the countries in South America,

Mexico and a handful of African and East European

countries, among others.

Capability No. 1: High Resolution Segmentation
The correct customer and market segmentation allows the design

of supply chains that are properly aligned with customer needs.

Emerging markets not only cover a wide variety of countries, but

thinking of a country or geographical region as a single segment

may also be a misconception. First, there is a huge difference

between rural and urban areas. Urban areas tend to have much

higher levels of infrastructure, which facilitate logistics operations,

but suffer from high congestion and pollution levels. Eight of the

top 10 biggest cities in the world are in emerging markets, but

within these cities you will find a large disparity from poor slums

to affluent high rises. And each country has different urban

profiles. For instance, in Mexico, South Korea, and Colombia more

than 70 percent of the population live in urban areas, compared

to fewer than 30 percent in India.

Second, customer expectations may be tied more to culture

than national boundaries. For example, coastal cities on

different Caribbean islands sometimes share more similarities

than cities within the same island country.

Third, customers in emerging markets may have the same

needs and supply chain expectations as customers in the

developed world. Consider the Indian IT industry. Even

though it’s located inside an emerging economy, it serves

businesses across North America and Europe that expect high

service and reliability. Therefore, a technology supply chain in

India, such as Cisco’s, is tailored to very experienced users that

expect service levels comparable to those of its other

customers in the developed world.

Customer and market segmentation have always been central

considerations for marketing professionals. When reaching into

emerging markets, understanding the customer diversity

and translating it to an effective segmentation scheme will be

critical to designing efficient supply chain operations.

Capability No. 2: Holistic Product Design
Serving a lower-income region requires managing product

affordability. For example, Motorola has developed and

commercialized an ultra-low cost (less than US $30) handset

under the Emerging Market Handset Program run by the GSM

Association. The One Laptop per Child initiative is developing a

US $100 laptop. P&G was able to grow its stagnant diaper sales

in Brazil by introducing a less sophisticated, unisex diaper that
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sold for half the price of the product adapted from their

developed markets.

But product redesign for emerging markets goes beyond

finding ways to cut costs. Understanding the unique needs and

expectations of the consumers could reveal hidden market

opportunities. For example, Nokia developed handset models

specific to India with tailored features such as a flashlight, a

dust-cover, and a slip-free grip. For Chinese rural customers,

Nokia developed phones that provided Chinese characters

written with a stylus as opposed to its other products, which

used a less-familiar Roman character based system.

Given these unique market conditions, the early consideration

of manufacturing, sourcing, and distribution during the

product design phase is even more crucial in emerging markets.

Innovations in product and packaging to sustain harsher (and

longer) distribution networks, or in manufacturing processes

that are able to leverage local suppliers, can allow companies

to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.

Through its experience with an experimental diaper factory

in Vietnam, P&G was able to cut the cost of sourcing diaper

manufacturing by 30 percent. This product and process

redesign allowed P&G to engage a low-cost supplier

network that is more accessible in emerging markets, as

opposed to high-speed sophisticated manufacturing used in

developed markets. The approach was so successful that

P&G started to swap old North American diaper lines with

inexpensive ones from Asia. It has also allowed P&G to sell

its Naturella pads in Mexico for 20 percent less than its

existing product.

Product purchase sizes in emerging markets also vary

dramatically. Homes are smaller, as are retail stores, offices, and

transportation vehicles; customers tend to buy smaller

quantities because of income and space limitations. Packaging

design should incorporate not only customer needs but also

the supply chain’s unique characteristics.

This means product design and innovation can no longer be

centralized at the world headquarters; proximity to the market

is needed. Holistic product innovation that integrates

affordability, customer needs and supply chain will drive

growth and profitability in emerging markets.

Capability No. 3: Tailored Supply Strategies
In order to reach local emerging markets, supply chains will

likely take variations of one of the following three general

product supply structures:

1. Out-of-market supply for entire product

2. Local assembly with out-of-market supply for components or

subassemblies

3. Local production and assembly
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SUPPLY STRATEGY DRIVERS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Out-of-market » Capital intensive » Minimal facility investment » Longer customer lead times

» Limited local demand » Minimal political risk » No local capabilities

» Minimal product » Exposure to exchange rates

customization

» High product value density

Local-assembly with » Capital intensive » Builds local capability » Exposure to exchange rates

out-of-market » Product customization » Tax incentives » Increased supplier

components » Customer service » Reduced lead times coordination

» Modularity

Local production and » Labor intensive » Builds local capability » Political risk

assembly » Regional suppliers » Tax incentives » Major capital investments

» Regional market expansion » High customer service » Local talent

» Market-driven product design potential » Local supplier base

» Low product value density » High growth potential

FIGURE 3 – SUPPLY STRATEGIES WITH SELECTED DRIVERS, ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES



An out-of-market supply strategy is the starting point for many

corporations. It may also be the only feasible alternative for

capital-intensive, long-lead-time facilities or when demand

cannot offset the cost of a local facility. This was the starting

model used by Dell for Latin America.

In a local-assembly with out-of-market strategy, some of the

product capital-intensive components are produced out of

market and are then assembled in the local market. This allows

for a faster local market reaction while balancing investment

risks. Dell migrated to this structure in Brazil in 1999 (HP in

1997), while at Coca-Cola this has been the bottling model for a

much longer time.

Finally, in a local production and assembly structure, the

majority of the production operations take place in the local

market. This supply model allows maximum response time to

the customer, but requires significantly more capital

investment and local talent. This is the operational structure

used by Nokia in India and China.

There are many drivers, advantages, and disadvantages to each

of these supply strategies (see Figure 3). Corporations usually

have structured processes that support these decisions, but

such processes tend to fit standard models and time horizons

that aren’t always suitable for emerging markets. Supply chain

organizations need to actively participate in this process and

incorporatespecific elements of the emerging market potential,

unique product characteristics and customer service

expectations. The P&G diaper experience in Vietnam illustrates

some of the advantages of considering structures that may not

fit the corporation’s traditional supply strategy, but yield

significant advantages in the long term.

Capability No. 4: Complex Distribution Management
Distribution channels vary dramatically in emerging markets,

requiring a more flexible and adaptable distribution network.

These channels are not simple variations of their developed

counterparts. For example, in many large cities, distribution to

much of the population is often through small, hole-in-the-wall

shops (i.e. paanwalla shops in India, tiendas de la esquinas

in Mexico, or sari-sari stores in the Philippines). In Brazil, up to

15 percent of all apparel is sold door-to-door in poorer

neighborhoods.

India’s smallest villages, a total estimated market of 600

million, usually lack distribution or advertising networks. In

order to reach these consumers, Unilever is providing training

and product information to groups of women who sell the

company’s products in much smaller packages directly in the

community. The lack of a more extensive distribution channel

in Latin America has been a challenge for Dell, given its direct

sales business model. This has resulted in a much higher

number of corporate clients, big and small — a completely

different mix from its North American operations. These

challenges are compounded by the extremely fragmented

transportation sector and the unreliable postal services.

In order to deal with the complexity and lack of local

knowledge of distribution networks, companies usually resort

to general distributors. Although this may be the most cost-

effective solution, distributors in emerging markets usually

have limited reach, tend to concentrate on fastest moving

products, and often use unconventional business practices

(including bribery and tax evasion). But the main disadvantage

of these arrangements is that the expertise and local contacts

will remain with the distributor, who may or may not be

aligned with the interests of the corporation. This may

jeopardize long term growth of the market.

Alternative approaches include establishing joint ventures with

local partners, developing proprietary distribution networks, or

acquiring existing networks. All of these are sensible

approaches. When B&Q Asia, the biggest home improvement

chain in China, decided to open its first store in Shanghai in

1998, it decided to do so through a joint venture with a

local company. Although it already had an operation in Taiwan,

what worked there did not necessarily apply to the Shanghai

operation. This partnership was extremely valuable in

sustaining its fast-paced growth.

Home Depot, on the other hand, acquired HomeWay in late

2006 in order to open its first stores in China, but has been

sharing best practices with the retailer for 10 years. Lenovo

built its distribution network in China from scratch. It now has

5,000 store fronts and is trying to replicate the same approach

in India. Carrefour, the only foreign company among China’s

top 10 retailers, has organically built its store network of 73

hypermarkets and some 250 smaller format stores since 1995.

The ability to adapt to a variety of distribution strategies will

prove even more crucial to stay competitive and sustain

growth. In the last few years, Nokia had to decentralize its

China operations and increase its sales offices from three to 70

while at the same time moving from a handful of national

distributors to 50 provincial ones. Managing such complex
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distribution environments requires knowledge maintenance

and strong relationships.

Capability No. 5: Entrepreneurial-Driven Organization
Understanding the local business environment and the local

culture are important. Having the right skills in the supply

chain organization is critical to success. But in environments

with distinct cultures, complex business rules, changing

regulation, and volatile economic environments, rapid decision-

making is also needed. An entrepreneurial spirit needs to be

fostered within the organization.

Managers implanted from developed countries may not be

accustomed to emerging market environments. Successful

supply chains have worked very hard to identify, develop, and

utilize local talent in the critical levels of the organization.

Carrefour’s China president personally selected 25 individuals

already familiar with the Taiwan operation to develop the

business plan for mainland China. He also makes sure that key

operations are managed by Chinese nationals with Carrefour

training and a long-term commitment to the company.

Similar experiences are observed in other industries and in

various functions of the supply chain. Competition for local

talent is fierce. Creative training and retention programs

ensure an availability of skills to support market penetration

growth. Since emerging countries have large emigrant

populations, some companies are able to find “local talent” in

developed countries.

Trying to force global practices into supply chains in emerging

markets may stifle innovation and jeopardize the operation.

Adequate training and support need to be given to local

organizations, but global compliance expectations need to be

reassessed to accommodate local regulations and customs. For

example, in China and many areas of Latin America,

personal relationships and verbal contracts are common

business practices that may not fit well within a central

procurement organization.

Established technology and processes discipline are lacking

skills in many emerging countries, but supply chain

organizations need to work hard to maintain the right balance.

As in most supply chain operations, organizational talent is

central to success. This is no different in emerging markets: in

fact, it is amplified by the need of adaptability and growth.

World-Class, Dirt-Cheap Supply Chains Needed
Emerging markets are complex environments. Developing the
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SUPPLY CHAIN CAPABILITY KEY POINTS

High Resolution Segmentation Avoid monolithic views

Understand rural vs. urban

Cultural Awareness

Holistic Product Design Local knowledge

Value driven, cost conscious

Tailored functionality

Incorporate supply chain operational structure early

Tailored Supply Strategies Consider local production and/or assembly

Evaluate tax risks

Influence traditional corporate financial models

Complex Distribution Management Expect complex channel management

Consider community-based initiatives

Weigh carefully value of distributors

Entrepreneurial-Driven Organization Local entrepreneurship

Leverage cross-market similarities

Funnel knowledge

FIGURE 4 – CAPABILITIES FOR DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL SUPPLY CHAINS IN EMERGING MARKETS



right supply chain requires a very cost-conscious, locally-driven

organization that can still leverage the global state-of-theart

strategies pioneered in developed markets. The five key

capabilities outlined below will help companies achieve long-

term competitive advantage.

There are other supply chain elements relevant to emerging

markets that are worth highlighting and that require further

research:

» Role of suppliers. If local suppliers are not available, is it better

to develop them in each market or leverage existing partner-

ships? An interesting paradox is that many suppliers for

developed markets are based in emerging markets; however,

their facilities and products are tailored for exporting and are

not always suitable for local consumption.

» Supply chain evolution. As the emerging market evolves to a

more developed market (or to an underdeveloped one), the

supply chain needs to support this transition. This may have

significant effects in risk, resilience, and overall supply chain

strategic investments.

» The role of technology. There is sometimes an assumption

that the technology adoption roadmap will be identical in all

markets, but emerging markets can learn from established

markets and avoid interim technology steps. This is an oppor-

tunity to “leapfrog” over the established markets. Wireless

communications are a good example. Because of the lack of

coverage of basic telephony services, adoption of wireless

technology has been much faster than in developed markets.

This same principle may apply to supply chain technologies

(e.g., RFID).

» Local competition. What will be the impact of local competi-

tion on supply chain design? Although some of the emerging

markets may be the frontier for some big corporations, estab-

lished local competitors have been operating for many years.

» Intellectual property risks. Innovation in emerging markets is

threatened by higher risks around intellectual property. IP

protection laws are usually nonexistent or very loosely

enforced. This has both customer service implications (e.g.,

liability and product identification) as well as long term

supply chain competitiveness challenges.

» Brand protection and cannibalization. As new products are

introduced for emerging markets, some cannibalization

may occur between the premium brands and the lower

price point alternatives. This may translate into supply

chain strategies designed to minimize cross-effects or

leverage product similarities and differences (e.g., distri-

bution channels, higher customer expectations, value-

added services).
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